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"What? Mister Glasbey, are you going to give this Nine Suns Flower to me?" Leon was shocked.

He was someone who used both sage and martial arts. His martial arts method was the Divine Martial Method. Not only was it

heavily a Light method, but it was also an Absolute Method!

The Nine Suns Flower would be incredibly useful to him!

Other than that, spiritual energy and true energy were from the same origins, and spiritual energy was even stronger than true

energy!

If he could manage to use the Nine Suns Flower to create a pill, it would not only greatly bolster his martial power, it could even

improve his sage arts and help him make a breakthrough!

That was much better than just contribution points!

It was obvious how excited and emotional he was!

"Give it to you? As if! Based on the rules of the organization, you'll need to get the Nine Suns Flower with your contribution

points!’ Alfred rolled his eyes and said.

"What? So that's it!"

Leon was disappointed to hear that.

However, he thought about it, and the Dragon Corps were mostly Light method users. Quite a few of them would want the Nine

Suns Flower!

The fact that Alfred was willing to take it out for him to exchange was already an incredible thing!

Of course, just like he thought, Alflly kept the Nine Suns Flower because Alfred planned on using it when he was at a bottleneck!

However, he knew that Leon was a member of the Platinum Dragon Guard, and knew that Leon was still not at the Almighty

State!

Since Leon was still weak and just made a huge contribution, he held back the pain as he offered the Nine Suns Flower he

saved for himself to Leon. He was hoping that Leon would reach the Almighty State soon and become a real member of the

Platinum Dragon Guard!

"Mister Glasbey, how many contribution points would I need to get the Nine Suns Flower?" Leon asked.

"Incredible spiritual herbs like this would need about two thousand contribution points if they aren't something popular. However,

a Nine Suns Flower would need three thousand points," Alfred explained simply.

"The Angel's Fruit that Leon wanted before was at the same level as the Nine Suns Flower!

However, the Angel's Fruit was not something many people needed, so it could be exchanged for two thousand contribution

points!

Meanwhile, the Nine Suns Flower was highly sought after. It would take at least three thousand contribution points to get it!

Leon's face paled when he heard that!

He gave out the contribution points evenly just now. He only got a little over eight hundred points. There was no way he had

enough for the Nine Suns Flower!

If Alfred took out the Nine Suns Flower earlier, he might have left a bit more for himself!

However, Alfred only took it out after!

Was that not just tricking him?

Of course, that was just his thoughts. With his personality, he would not have taken most of the points for himself even if Alfred

took out the Nine Suns Flower earlier!

He could not do something like that!

"Leon, don't worry! I know you don't have enough contribution points yet. Just take the Nine Suns Flower first! You can make up

for it after you obtain enough!" Alfred said with a carefree smile.

He just saw how Leon gave out the points evenly just now. With Leon's character, he did not mind breaking the rules a bit!

"Really? That's great! Mister Glasbey, thank you so much!"

Leon was ecstatic. He thanked Alfred a few more times before he kept the Nine Suns Flower on the table.

"Alright, it's getting late! You were busy running around the whole day. You're probably tired as well. Go back and rest!" Alfred

said.

"Yes, alright. I'll take my leave,' Leon acknowledged before he left the Dragon Corps with the Nine Suns Flower, going back

home to rest.
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